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Simple Search. Superior Insight.

Essentials
Powerful Benefits of Lexis Advance Quicklaw

Discover More

Simpler search and streamlined navigation get even better results from our renowned collection of trusted and comprehensive content.

Deliver Better Results

Build your case efficiently by searching with keywords, case citations, full Boolean syntax, or an easy-to-use natural language search phrase such as “principles of restorative justice.” You save time and clicks while getting more relevant results faster than ever.

Have Greater Impact

Lexis Advance Quicklaw gives you powerful new data visualization tools, exclusive search filters, and productivity-enhancing workflow collaboration tools. Your search for legal information and insight has never been easier or more flexible, letting you spend more of your valuable time on the matter at hand.

Essentials Content You Can Trust

Each Lexis Advance Quicklaw Essentials package provides unmatched depth of content in a single area of practice. Each package provides an extensive collection of relevant primary and secondary sources, exclusive content, tools, and commentary.

Get the power and convenience of Lexis Advance Quicklaw and only pay for the content you need.
Exciting New Features

With Lexis Advance Quicklaw you can:

- Search simply, with straightforward natural-language terms
- Get more relevant results faster with pre- & post-search filters
- Promote team collaboration by saving and sharing your results in customizable folders
- Easily verify that an authority is “good law” with our powerful QuickCITE Citator
- Save time by visually reviewing, adjusting, and re-using your search history with our new Research Map
- Be confident that you are getting the same reliable information with the authoritative Quicklaw content that you know and trust
Corporate Counsel Essentials contains everything an in-house counsel requires. Find information on corporate insolvency, liability, shareholder agreements, employment contracts, collective bargaining and negotiation, IP and more. A subscription provides full access to all primary law and exclusive commentary and secondary content.

New Content
Providing additional legal information and insight, these new titles include:

- Expert commentary
- Newsletters
- Tables of concordance, roadmaps, or smart charts
- Case digests
- Legislation

Commentary
- Canada Corporations Law Reporter
- Canadian Commercial Law Guide
- Canadian Corporate Secretary’s Guide
- Ontario Corporations Law Guide
- Alberta Corporations Law Guide
- British Columbia Corporations Law Guide

What’s included:

Treatises
- Canada Business Corporations Act & Commentary (Fasken Martineau DuMoulin LLP)
- Canadian Contract Law (Swan)
- Counselling Corporations and Advising Businesses (Iacovelli and Lan)
- Director and Officer Liability in Corporate Insolvency (Sarra and Davis)
- Canadian Securities Regulation (Johnston and Rockwell)
- Shareholder Remedies in Canada (Peterson and Cumming)
- The Business in Transition: Making the Succession Plan Work (Bollefer and Malach)
- Employment Law in Canada (Barnacle, England and Wood)
- Governance of Publicly Listed Corporations (Dorval)
- Palmer & Snyder – Collective Agreement Arbitration in Canada (Snyder, ed.)
- A Practical Guide to Outsourcing Agreements (Vereshack)
- Executive Employment Law (Aust, Jenner, Girard, Bussières)
- Sopinka, Lederman & Bryant – The Law of Evidence in Canada
Legal Encyclopedia
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Access to Information and Privacy
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Business Corporations
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Charities, Associations and Not-for-Profit Organizations
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Contracts
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Employment
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Income Tax (Corporate)
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Labour
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Patents, Trade Secrets and Industrial Designs
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Trademarks, Passing Off and Unfair Competition
- Halsbury’s Laws of Canada – Securities

Exclusive Case Digests
- Canada Commercial Law Digest
- Canada Contracts Digest
- Canada Copyright Digest
- Canada Corporations, Partnerships and Associations Digest
- Canada Employment Digest
- Canada Labour Digest

Exclusive Current Awareness
- LexisNexis® Supreme Court of Canada NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Commercial Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Copyright & Trade-mark Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Corporations and Business Associations Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Creditors and Debtors Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Employment Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Labour Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Patent Law NetLetter™
- LexisNexis® Securities Regulation NetLetter™
- JSL Labour and Employment Law NetLetter™
- Bulletin LexisNexis® Contrats et obligations
- Bulletin LexisNexis® Droit corporatif
- Bulletin LexisNexis® Droit commercial

QuickCITE® Citators
- QuickCITE Case Citator
- QuickCITE Legislation Citator

Key Quantum Digests
- Canada Breach of Contract Quantums
- Canada Wrongful Dismissal Quantums
Forms & Precedents
- Banking & Finance
- Commercial Tenancies
- Corporations
- Debtor/Creditor
- Employment
- Information Technology and Entertainment
- Intellectual Property Forms
- Licensing
- Municipal Law
- Sale, Distribution & Transport of Goods
- Sale and Operation of a Business
- Wills & Estates

Value-Added Tool
- Canadian Legal Words & Phrases
- Barron’s Canadian Law Dictionary
Other Lexis Advance Quicklaw Packages Available Now

Fundamentals

The Fundamentals package provides coverage of ALL areas of practice. The Fundamentals package provides all of LexisNexis’s content in primary law, Quantums, Halsbury’s® Laws of Canada, case digests, summaries, Case Citators, dictionaries, indices and current awareness tools such as NetLetters™, and, law reviews and journals. The Fundamentals package gives the growing firm everything it needs to support a complex or diverse practice portfolio. Plus, this package offers the opportunity to invest in...

- **Collections**: A collection is a set of tailored, practice area specific, premium secondary content that includes textbooks, treatises and, where relevant, litigator forms and precedents. Enrich a Fundamentals package with one or more collection in the areas of practice most critical to you and your firm.

Comprehensive

The Comprehensive package provides coverage across all areas of practice including full coverage of all premium secondary content such as, textbooks, treatises and, Litigator Forms and Precedents. Gain full access to the best insight, commentary, and summaries from our expert contributors across all practice areas, along with the largest collection of case law, legislation and full-text tribunal decisions. Get the legal information and insight you need to support a wide range of specializations.

Get started with Lexis Advance Quicklaw today!
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